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Monte Carlo simulations and analysis of scattering from neutral and
polyelectrolyte polymer and polymer-like systems
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Abstract

Methods for analyzing small-angle scattering data from complex liquids with particles with many internal degrees of freedom
have progressed substantially during the past years. This is mainly due to the use of Monte Carlo simulation techniques for
obtaining scattering functions and the use of an approach in which the obtained scattering functions are subsequently parameterized,
so that they can be used for data fitting. The present paper reviews recent applications of the Monte Carlo technique for obtaining
parameterized scattering functions, and the application of these with emphasis on semiflexible polymers and wormlike micelle
systems with and without electrostatic interactions.
� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The traditional components of complex liquids are
surfactants, polymers, block copolymers, and solvents.
The polymers can be made with many different archi-
tectures, so that they form star polymers, microgels, or
block copolymers; they can be neutral or charged, rigid
or flexible. Block copolymers can, in solution, self-
assemble into micelles, and polymers can be cross linked
to form gels. The wide choice of components provides
means of designing complex liquids to meet specific
technological requirements. In order to design a system,
it is necessary to understand the relationship between
the structure and the desired properties, and how the
structure arises from molecular interactions in self-
assemble processes.
Wormlike micelles is one example of a self-assembly

process, where surfactant molecules in liquid suspension
form very long semi-flexible locally cylindrical-shaped
aggregates. Such aggregates are ‘equilibrium polymers’,
i.e. they break and reform at thermodynamic equilibrium
conditions. The inherent polydispersity of such a micel-
lar solution is determined by a thermodynamic equilib-
rium that depends on solution related properties, such
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as surfactant concentration and external fields. The
equilibrium nature of micelles makes wormlike micelles
solutions show interesting rheological behaviorsw1 x.●

Wormlike micelles also share properties with semi-
flexible chains with excluded volume, and have been
suggested as a model system for investigating effects of
electrostatic interactions in polymer systemsw2,3x. The
low scattering power of polymers makes it difficult to
examine the dilute limit of polyelectrolytes.
Scattering techniques such as small-angle neutron

scattering, small-angle X-ray scattering, and light scat-
tering (SANS, SAXS and LS, respectively) provide
experimental means by which the structure in solution
can be investigated. Unless the scatterers are strictly
spherically symmetric and at infinite dilution, it is
impossible to invert the scattering intensities to directly
deduce the structure of the scatterers. Often analysis of
scattering data is based on asymptotic expressions or
locations of cross-overs for estimating structural para-
meters. In contrast, least-squares fits of the entire exper-
imentally obtainedq range using model expressions
produce quantitative results with error bars and a value
for the reduced chi-square statistic as a measure of the
quality of the fit.
Computer simulation techniques allow the configura-

tional space for a particular model to be sampled, and
it is also possible to obtain the scattering functions of
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Fig. 1. A polymer WLC configuration withNs200, byas6, and
excluded volume radiusRyas0.2.

the model. These can be directly compared to experi-
mental scattering results in a loop where the model is
successively modified to improve the fit between simu-
lated and measured scattering, or sets of simulation
results can be parameterized in terms of interpolation
formulas, that can be used to fit experimental results.
The current review has emphasis on the recent examples
where the simulated scattering functions have been
analyzed or parameterized to the extent that they can be
used for fitting experimental data. The two main systems
that have been treated by this approach are semiflexible
polymer models, both of the neutral and polyelectrolyte
type and block copolymer micellar models. For the
former, also the interaction effects in many-chain sys-
tems have been studied. The micellar models have
recently been reviewed in detailw4 x, and therefore the●

present review focuses on the semiflexible polymer
models and their application in the analysis of experi-
mental data.

1.1. Model and MC simulations

When choosing a model for Monte Carlo simulations
it is important that the model is as simple as possible
as the simulations involve repetitive calculations when
generating huge numbers of configurations. However,
the model has to be sufficiently detailed to allow the
features present in the experimental scattering data to
be interpreted and fitted.
Semiflexible chains are typically modeled as a worm-

like chain (WLC) model of Kratky and Porodw5x. The
model has a fixed bond lengtha and fixed bond angle
a, but free torsional rotation. The contour length isLs
aN whereN is the number of bonds. The intrinsic Kuhn
length is bsa(1qcosa)y(1ycosa) and defines the
length scale beyond which the WLC chain can be
regarded as a random walk(Fig. 1). The persistence
length isl sby2. The continuum Kratky–Porod modelp

is reached when the limits ofL™`, a™0 anda™0
are taken, while fixing the number of statistically inde-

pendent segmentsLyb to a constant. The advantage of
using rigid angle constraints instead of, e.g. a finite
bond potential and hard spheres for excluded volume
interactions is that they reduce phase space without
introducing any additional energy scales in the model.
This makes the model less system specific and to some
extent more universal).
A Monte Carlo simulation on a polymer system works

by sampling the configuration space of the chains using
a given energy functional, for instance, to represent
excluded volume and electrostatic interactions. An initial
configuration is randomly modified, for instance, by
pivoting w6x a part of the chain around the direction of
a specified bond. The move conserves bond lengths and
angles, but changes the torsional angle of that particular
bond. Pivot moves are very efficient in sampling config-
uration space at low densities, but leads to very high
rejection rates at high concentrations, where reptation
moves are more efficientw7x. This latter type of moves
consists of moving a number of bonds from the head to
the tail or from tail to head in a way that conserves
valence angles; for the simulations to be efficient, the
number of bonds to be moved should be chosen to
obtain an acceptance rate of approximately 50%.
During the simulations, the energy differenceDE

between a trial configuration and the current configura-
tion is evaluated for each new trial; the new configura-
tion is accepted with a probability given by the
metropolis acceptance criterionPsmin{ expwyDEy
k Tx, l} wherek is the Boltzmann constant andT theb b

temperaturew8x. This criterion ensures that a state is
sampled with a frequency proportional to its Boltzmann
weight. The Monte Carlo simulation makes it possible
to calculate configurational averages, e.g. radius of
gyration, distributions of end-to-end distance, and scat-
tering functions for the entire system as well as for
single chains, and enables their dependencies on exclud-
ed volume and electrostatic interactions to be studied in
detail.

1.2. Neutral single chains

The use of the Monte Carlo methods for obtaining
scattering functions of polymer models was to our
knowledge initiated by Heine, Kratky and Roppert in
1962 w9x. Shortly after, the method was also used by
Kirste w10,11x, who introduced the helical WLC model.
Some attempts were made in these early studies to
include excluded volume effects, however, due to the
limited capacity of the early days digital computers, a
trial-and-error approach was used.
In 1996 Pedersen, Egelhaaf and Schurtenbergerw13x

published a SANS study of mixed micelles and vesicles
in lecithin–bile salt solutions. In the analysis of the
scattering from the WLC, a numerical expression by
Fujii and Yamakawaw12x was applied, which does not
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Fig. 2. Scattering curves for semi-flexible chains without excluded
volume effects(full curve) and for chains with excluded volume
effects(broken, dotted, and dashed–dotted curves) w14 x. From bot-●●

tom to topLybs1.25, 10, 80 and 640, respectively.

Fig. 3. Fit to the SANS data from doped C16E6 micelles(doping
level of 6% of ionic surfactant) with different salt concentrations at
low surfactant concentrations(cs0.4 mgyml) w32 x. From top to bot-●

tom: 0.1, 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025 and 0.001 M salt.

include excluded volume interactions. The omission of
the excluded volume limits the applicability of the
expressions to rather short chains, and this limitation
acted as the motivation for the first extensive simulation
of WLC with excluded volume interactions. Pedersen
and Schurtenbergerw14 x obtained the scattering func-●●

tions for single semiflexible chains forLybs0.3–640,
both with and without excluded volume, where the
excluded volume radiusR was given by Rybs0.1
chosen to model surfactant micelles(Fig. 2). The results
for the scattering function were parameterized with a
1–2% precision. The proposed parameterizations were
used in a least-squares fit of experimental data for
polystyrene in carbon disulfide with excellent agree-
ment, and it was concluded that theRyb value also
applies to polystyrene in a good solvent.
The same model and simulation algorithm were used

by Potschke et al.w15 x in a comprehensive review of●¨
expressions for the scattering of semi-flexible chains
without excluded volume. The authors concluded that
the only scattering expression that is reasonably accurate
for the entire range ofqb values is the one given by
Kholodenko w16x. The frequently used expressions by
Koyama w17x, and by Sharp and Bloomfieldw18x gen-
erally display large deviations from the simulation
results.
The model expressions by Pedersen and Schurtenber-

ger have subsequently been used in many experimental
studies of WLC w19,20 ,21 ,22 ,23 ,24 ,25–28 ,29,● ● ● ●● ● ●

30 ,31,32 ,33x (see e.g. Fig. 3). The model can, not● ● ●

only be used on neutral micelles, but also on charged

micelles at high salt concentrations, where the interac-
tions are strongly screened. In another application, the
expressions were used for denaturant proteinsw28 x and●

for expanded proteinsw33 x. It was soon realized that●

the expressions could also be used for systems with
strong electrostatic interactions for determining the elec-
trostatic contributions to the persistence length. The
validity of this approach was later confirmed by analysis
of data from simulations on charged WLCw44 x.●●

The first application of the expressions was on neutral
lecithin inverse micelles in an organic solvent, iso-
octanew19,20 x. Despite the low concentration of sur-●

factant, a significant concentration dependence of the
persistence length derived from the fitting was observed.
It was ascribed to inter-particle interference effects,
which influences the curves at quite largeq values. The
intrinsic persistence was taken as the value obtained
after extrapolation to zero concentration. The influence
of inter-particle interference effects on the derived values
was later confirmed by analysis of scattering data from
simulations on many-chain systemsw34 x.●●

1.3. Neutral many-chain systems

In Ref. w34 x Pedersen and Schurtenberger presented●●

a study of the concentration effects on the scattering
from semiflexible polymers in the dilute and semidilute
regimes. The forward scatteringS(qs0) as well as the
correlation length were obtained from the simulations,
and were shown to depend only on the reduced concen-
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Fig. 4. Fit to SANS data micelles of half-ionized TDAO(TDAO
concentration from top to bottom of scattering curves 2.88, 8.51, 14.7,
23.7, 29.8, and 62 mgyml) in a 0.1 M NaCl heavy water solution and
corresponding model fits by a modified RPA expressionw36 x.●●

tration cyc*, (the concentration relative to the overlap
concentration). Furthermore the total and single-chain
scattering functions were obtained, which allows the
validity of the RPA approximation for the total scattering
to be investigated. At large concentrations and largeq
values, the RPA approximation was observed to break
down, and had to be replaced by an expression similar
to the one of the polymer reference site interaction
model(PRISM) w35x, where the direct correlation func-
tion showed aq dependence corresponding to the scat-
tering function of an infinitely thin rod. The results for
the scattering functionsw34 x were applied in analysis●●

of SANS data from polystyrene in the good solvent
toluene in a large concentration range.
The results by Pedersen and Schurtenbergerw34 x●●

have been widely used in the analysis of scattering data
from polymer-like micellesw21 ,36 ,37 ,38 ,39x. The● ●● ●● ● ●

micelles were both ionic and non-ionic, however, for
the ionic systems, the salt concentration was so large
that the charge interactions are significantly screened,
and the interactions can be approximated by that of
hard-spheres. The growth laws of the micelles have been
determined using the results from the MC simulations
andyor the results from renormalization group theory
(RGT) w40,41x for the interaction effects in the forward
direction. When fitting the fullq range, some applica-
tions utilize the simpler RPA expressionw21 ,36 ,37 x,● ●● ●●

whereas others use the PRISM type expression(Fig. 4)
w38 ,39 x. In a recent study, Garamus et al.w42 x● ● ●

investigated short, stiff cylindrical micelles in water
solution by SANS. The forward scattering was described

by both polymer RGT theory and scaled particle theory
for cylinders w43x, and good agreement for the growth
laws derived for the two approaches were found. The
scattering curves in the fullq range were fitted by a
PRISM type expression modified to apply to cylinderse.

1.4. Polyelectrolyte single chains

Cannavacciuolo et al.w44 ,45 x performed MC sim-●● ●

ulations on single semiflexible polyelectrolyte chains
with excluded volume for varying strength of the elec-
trostatic interactions and a range of chain lengths. The
electrostatic interactions were approximated by a
Debye–Huckel potential and the model parameters were¨
chosen to correspond to those of charged WLC
w21 ,32 x. The authors conclude that the scattering● ●

function for uncharged semiflexible polymers still
applies, when the Kuhn length is modified to take into
account the increased stiffness due to the electrostatic
interactions. The electrostatic contribution to the Kuhn
length was found to be more complex than predicted by
the Odijk–Skolnick–Fixmanw46x theory. Very good
agreement was found between the simulated scattering,
and scattering observed from charged wormlike micelles
consisting non-ionic surfactants doped by a small
amount of ionic surfactant in dilute aqueous solutions
in the presence of salt.

1.5. Polyelectrolyte many-chain systems

Cannavacciuolo et al.w47 ,48 x later reported results● ●●

for simulations ranging from dilute to concentrated
solutions, where universal behavior of the forward scat-
tering was observed when the volume fraction was
rescaled to take into account the electrostatic increase
of the excluded volume radius and chain swelling. A
peak due to inter-chain interactions was observed in the
scattering functions at high chain concentrations and at
low salt concentrations. Upon increasing the concentra-
tion, the peak was seen to shift towards largerq values,
consistent with a decrease of the average distance
between chains. The peak position was seen to vary as

as observed for traditional polymer polyelectro-yq; c
lytes. At relative large concentrations, the total scattering
function was observed to depend only weakly on the
number of statistical segments in the chains. The direct
correlation function was also obtained and modeled. The
results by Cannavacciuolo et al.w47 ,48 x were tested● ●●

by Sommer et al.w3,32 x who studied wormlike micelles●

of non-ionic surfactants doped with an ionic surfactant
(Fig. 5). It was concluded that the qualitative behavior
is in agreement with the Monte Carlo simulations of
semi-flexible chains with electrostatic interactions
w47 ,48 x. The full q dependence was not fitted in this● ●●

work. It should be noted that there are several other
recent papers with small-angle scattering data for which
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Fig. 5. SANS(a) and simulation(b) data for ionic micelles in sem-
idilute solution and at relatively low salt concentration. In(a) the
SANS data for C16E6 micelles with 3% of ionic surfactant in 0.001
M NaCl solution are shownw32 x. (b) Shows the scattering function●

from MC simulationw47 x for 25 charges per Kuhn length correspond-●

ing to the same doping level as in(a). The ionic strength is 0.001 M,
and from above to below, the volume fractions are 10 , 0.001, 0.002y4

0.003, 0,005, 0.008, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2.

it is relevant to apply the simulation results(see, for
example, Refs.w22 ,32 ,49,50x).● ●

For neutral as well as for charged micellar systems
with WLC, it is important to note that the size(length)
of the micelles depends on the surfactant concentration.
The growth law is usually relatively simple(a power
law) in most neutral systems. For charged systems, there
is an additional very important length scale present in
the system, namely, the electrostatic screening length,
which may separate regions with different growth behav-
ior w51x. In order to fully understand the behavior, it is

important that a full concentration variation is performed
for each set of conditions. The growth law may then be
deduced when applying the scaling behavior of the
forward scattering. So far very few attempts have been
made in this direction for charged systems although
there are several for neutral systems.

2. Conclusion

Significant progress has been made in recent years
with respect to analysis of small-angle scattering data
from wormlike micelles. Simulation techniques have
proven to be a valuable tool for understanding the
physics of polymer systems, as well as for obtained
scattering functions that can be used when analyzing
data. The applications of the MC results have lead to a
large increase in the available detailed information on
wormlike micellar systems. For low concentration sys-
tems, the expressions for excluded volume neutral WLC
can be used for deriving information on persistence
length and the contribution to it from electrostatic
interactions. Most of the progress for higher concentra-
tion systems has, however, been for neutral systems or
for systems with a high salt concentration where the
electrostatic interactions are screened. For these systems,
RPA or PRISM type expressions apply. The expression
for concentration effects for polyelectrolyte wormlike
micelles with low salt concentration have not yet been
directly applied in fitting experimental data although
there are numerous data sets available in the literature
w22 ,32 ,49,50x. Also, for low-concentration systems,● ●

there is a great potential for using the available single-
chain expressions(see, for example, Refs.w52–56x).
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